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Editorial "A Rose Is a Rose Is a Rose"

A student in Gertrude Stein's literature seminar at the Uni-
versity of Chicago asked for an explanation of her fomous
line, "A rose is a rose is o rose."' She answered;

"At different times when the language was new and the poet
could use the name of a thing, it was reolly there. Now after
hundreds of years, they are worn out words. We know that you
have to put some strangeness, something unexpected into the
structure of the sentence in order fo bring back vitality fo the noun.
Now it's not enough to be bizarre, the strangeness in fhe sentence
structure hos to come from the poefic gift too. Now you all have
seen hundreds of poems about roses and you know in your bones
that fhe rose is not there. Now I don't want you to put too much
emphasis on that line, because it's ¡ust one line in a longer poem.
But I notice that you all know it; you make fun of it, but you know
it. Now listen! I'm no faol. I know that in daily life we don't go
around saying "is a . . . is a . . . is a. ." Yes, I'm no fool, but I
think that in thot line the rose is red for the first time in English
poetry for a hundred years. " '

Periodontal pockets are not roses, but it seems that there
are similarities when the word, pocket, like the word, rose,
loses much of its meaning through age, habit, and con-
stont repetition. We become ¡aded and almost blind in
the constont use of o word, be it rase or pocket; subse-
quently, most of its real essence and quality is lost.

Pockets are, and, at the same time, are not, what they
used to be. By definition, o pocket is: "A pathologic fissure
bordered on one side by the tooth and on the opposite
side by creviculor epithelium and limited at its apex by the
junctional epithelium."^

A pocket, therefore, connotes disease that is identified
and differentiated from a normal sulcus not only histolog-
ically but also by deviotions from normal anatomic tissue
relationships. The word, pocket, however, does not identify
its depth or configurolion, the osseous response, the quality
and quontity of the gingival component, or the number
and type of pathogenic orgonisms, and it certainly does
not describe the presence or absence of disease activity.
Pockets have traditionally reflected only a historical-path-
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ologic event that resulted in increased probing depth, but
few of the above-mentioned facets of the problem hove
been addressed.

Researchers and clinicians ore now examining mony of
these interesting aspects of pockets, especially the exciting
concept of disease activity, its diagnostics and its impli-
cotions, and, subsequently, a variety of treotment alter-
natives thot may flow fram their findings. These evolving
diagnostics, such as the measurement of temperoture gra-
dients in heolthy ond diseased sites, enzyme tests, DNA
probes, gingival fluid analysis by biochemical markers,
immunologie assays, and ofhers, may eventuolly guide us
toward treatment approaches completely different from the
traditional treatment techniques when o pocket is encoun-
tered. This in no way means that periodontal surgery for
pocket elimination will not continue to be a necessary and
important treatment procedure to control the progress of
periodontol disease. However, with the new diagnostics
and the expected new therapeutic modalities that ad-
vonced technology will undoubtedly introduce into clinical
practice, it may well be that a "pocket" will no longer be
¡ust a "pocket."

Gertrude Stein olso said, when describing her home-
town, thot "there is no there there." She apporently meont
that once you get there, there's nothing there you ex-
pected. She moy have been prescient obouf pockets, also,
if she had been o periodontist.

G. M. K.
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